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The Task Force Moves into New HQ With Eye to Increasing Program Impact

The last time The Task Force moved into a new building, George W. Bush was president and it had seven programs and 40 employees. Ten years later, The Task Force’s extraordinary growth of programs and staff have spurred its move...
to a new headquarters – one that is three times larger and can accommodate its vision to become a global health center in Atlanta. Read more

Program to Improve Quality of Medical Supplies and Equipment Donations Joins The Task Force

In 2010, Haiti received a flood of medical supplies and equipment donations after an earthquake ravaged the small island nation but much of the equipment was not requested or usable. Read more

Blog - Trailblazing the End of Trachoma: Four reasons for Optimism in 2018

When the International Trachoma Initiative first opened its doors in 1998, there were many large knowledge gaps in the transmission and control of trachoma. Read more
“It’s the right thing to do, it’s the smart thing to do.”
~Dave Ross, ScD

Video - Why Invest in Global Health Security?
Task Force CEO Dave Ross talks about our role as ‘public health soldiers’ and why the United States must help other countries stop infectious diseases. [Watch here](#)
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